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Fltplan go android

This app is only available in the App Store on iPad. FltPlan Go is an essential companion, FltPlan.com. Since FltPlan Go is FltPlan.com with FltPlan.com, flight plans and NavLogs are automatically synchronized with the device along with weight and balance profiles, eLogbook profiles and checklists for offline and in-flight use.• Create and
record a flight plan on FltPlan.com and will sync with Flt Plan so that you can efficiently edit the flight plan on the map• NavLogs are automatically synchronized and downloaded offline. mapping functions and comprehensive aviation information, including:AIRPORTS: • Airport and FBO Information, including current fuel prices•
Geographical reference boards and airport charts (US &amp; Canada)• Weather, including METAR, TAFs, PIREPs, &amp; MOS• NOTAMs &amp; Calloutmaps:• Sync FltPlan.com flight plans and interactively edited map • Submit flight plan from FltPlan• GoPlan Moving maps with sections, route diagrams, &amp; more• Overlay boards
and procedures on the map• Layers including SUA, TPL, Country Outline, Airports, Fuel Prices, CAP Grid, Stadiums and Customs• Display METARs, Wind, SIGMETs and Animated Weather on the Map• Show MOS weather forecasts (up to 4 days out of there) on map• Breadcrumbs with enhanced playback and opening option in Google
Earth• Distribute screen to view information including airports, Flight tools (AHRS), procedures, NavLogs , Howgozit, Checklists, &amp; More• Display Search &amp; Rescue Patterns • Course Deviation Indicator (CDI)• View Howgozit to track real-time progress in your flight • Create or import Custom Waypoints KML or CSV format •
Overlay flight ADS-B traffic and weather or XM Weather*NAVLOGS:• NavLogs automatically synchronize and download for offline use• Email or print NavLogs from FltPlan GoADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS :• Weight and balance - create calculations with the possibility of e-mail• eLogbook - create log entries to synchronize with our eLogbook
program• Checklists - synchronized from FltPlan.com for your particular aircraft • Binders - create flight-specific binders with documents or procedures, airports, NavLogs, weather panties, &amp; more• Weather - search airport or route weather • Tracking - view direct tracking• PDCs • Cloud tops • Aviation calculators • Access
fltPlan.comEXTERNAL: AVIONICS • Garmin • Dynon SkyView • Advanced Flight Systems • Avidyne IFD Series • DAC International GDC64 ADS-B • Garmin • Stratus 3 • Dual XGPS 170/190 • Dynon D2 • FreeFlight • Pathfinder • iLevil SW • L-3 Lynx • SkyGuard • FlightBox • pingBuddy • Clarity • Custom Unit GPS • Garmin GDL 51 &amp;
GLO • Dual XGPS 150 • Bad Elf APP-TO-APP • Garmin Pilot • Satcom Direct • Mobile FD 2.7 SIMULATOR • X-Plane Simulator • FSX &amp; Prepar3D * Subscription / Unit Required * Continue to use GPS running in the background can significantly reduce battery life. FltPlan has become the largest flight planning company in North
America. FltPlan covers parts of the United States, Canada, Mexico, Central America, the Caribbean, Panama and Venezuela and Colombia. FltPlan 165,000-plus active, registered users file more than 55% of all N# registered flight plans. FltPlan Go is part of FltPlan's comprehensive system, which includes free, web-based flight planning
and submission, as well as a full range of high-end services. FltPlan has more than 18 years of general aviation experience in giving pilots access to the best support team in the business.24/7 FltPlan Go support is available Tech@FltPlan.com on December 21, 2020, 2020 version 5.0.9 • Various improvements This app has come a long
way since its release on 21 December 2020. Easy, intuitive and very functional. If I could recommend any improvements, it would speed up the download of cards and cards. It's very slow from super large files. It would also be nice to see a synthetic vision for those with AI. Hi Jake, Thanks for your feedback and suggestions. Please send
an email to Tech@FltPlan.com so we can explore the slow download speed of larger files that you encounter. Thank you,Tech@FltPlan.com I've been using this application for a couple of years and I'm going to continue using it for many years. I'm sure the app support team is working hard to improve the application and for one off these
updates they're going to include the option for the user to choose runway numbers for the extended runway center line. Another thing I'd like to have on the application is the synthetic version of the terrain and obstacles to the warning system. This feature will make pilot situational understanding easier and less likely to trial errors. Thank
you flight plan LLC developers team and keep a good job going forward. can always be improved. Thanks again We use FltPlan to go where I work. We have made changes to electronic activities mainly through fltplan. We added APG for weight and balance and runway analysis to improve our operational safety. Quickly add flight plans
and performance data to a busy schedule when this happens. See what ATC is going to issue when you call for customs clearance and many more awesome features. Airplanes with Garmin ADS-B systems are absolutely fabulous with this app. Flight safety has been seriously improved by traffic and WX introduced right on the cards.
Made absolutely every one of the occasional weekend warrior to the most professional flight ops in the department. The FltPlan.com (Flight Plan LLC) indicated that the app's privacy practices may include data as described below. For more information, see privacy policy. The developer does not collect any data from this app. Privacy
practices may vary, for example, depending on the features or age you use. Learn more about the app support privacy policy FltPlan Go for Android now supports four ADS-B tuners. Android users now have the same freedom and flexibility that iPad users like. FltPlan Go currently supports Dual XGPS170, Flight Data Systems Pathfinder,
SkyRadar DX and iLevil AW ADS-B receivers on both Android and iPad. By supporting various ADS-B units, FltPlan gives its users the freedom to choose which ADS-B receiver works best for them based on individual needs and price range. Several other aviation apps block users from using only one type of ADS-B receiver. This can be
impractical with the typical cost of an ADS-B receiver ranging anywhere from $500 to $1,500. Since FltPlan Go is compatible with different receivers, it offers savings and flexibility for pilots who are currently using or considering buying an ADS-B receiver. Why get locked in one ADS-B tuner? It's all about taking chances. said Sarah
Wilson, principal and director of New Technology and Business Development at FltPlan. Many pilots in the industry use more than just one aviation brand, they are not just one app. FltPlan understands this, so the ADS-B receiver, which is compatible with the FltPlan Go app, will also work with many other aviation apps on the market,
Wilson added. FltPlan does not restrict users. FltPlan Go users can choose which device they want to use, as well as which receiver they want to use. Wilson commented: FltPlan Go app is the only free app that works on both iPad and Android and works with many different ADS-Bs. FltPlan users can choose whether they want to use an
iPad or Android, and they can also choose any of the five possible ADS-B units, said Wilson. FltPlan Go for iPad, iPhone, and Android is available for download from the Apple App Store and Google Play Store. About FltPlan – FltPlan is the largest provider of general aviation flight planning services in North America. 150,000 registered
users rely on FltPlan for free flight planning and submission, maps, weather, FBO and airport information, Weight and Balance, eLogbook, Checklists, and premium services such as eAPIS, SMS, Flight Tracking, and PDCs. FltPlan Go mobile app is available for both iOS and Android devices and has a strong website companion. The
FltPlan Go app is compatible with multiple ADS-B receivers and offers essential features and tools such as free geo-reference plates in both the U.S. and Canada, NavLogs, real-time, detailed fbo and airport information, checklists and weight and balance. FltPlan Go Flight Bag (EFB) program provides pilots with all major FltPlan functions
and from the site to iPad, iPhone, Android, or Windows devices. The free app shows graphic flight plan itineraries and gives registered users online, offline and in-flight access to NavLogs, access plates, Weather Briefings, Hi-res/Zoomable sectionals, Victor Low Charts, Jet High Charts, and much more. See the access plates above maps
with weather, METAR and wind layers. Adjust the transparency to see the base map layer clearly. This function allows rubber resusling so that the flight route can be matched with the approach path. MOS forecasts are available at 2,000 plus airports and provide weather data for up to four days submitted to 3-hour windows. Your flight
route, together with a color-coded MOS forecast, is displayed for the actual flight time. Use split screen to view airport information, flight tools (AHRS)*, procedures, window, weather, or essential tools, next to the selected folder layer or NavLog.*AHRS is only available for sim and STARs for the iPad display with switches on your route.
The FltPlan Go app easily connects to most ADS-B receivers and a range of avionics electronics systems, including garmin® products, to ensure accurate delivery of important weather and flight plan data directly into the cockpit. Features include: Geo-referenced access plates, Taxi charts, and airport charts for U.S. and Canadian access
chart maps airdrop Custom Waypoints (including CSV, KMZ, and KML imports) SIDs and STARs with transfers shown on the route AirDrop Instrument Panel Split Screen (not available on iPhone) Auto-sync NavLogs, Routes, and Weather Airport &amp; FBO Information Fuel Prices Moving Maps In-Flight Weather Animated WX MOS
Weather Weight and Balance Documents Binders Flight Tracking PDCs eLogbook Calculators Scratchpad Aircraft Checklists Breadcrumbs with Enhanced Playback CAP Grid Event Tool Cloud Tops Tool Spotlight Integration for iOS 9 EmailIng, Printing, Annotation NavLogs Howgozit Transfer Routes from AOPA Flight Planner
Connectivity Options: AvionicsNEW! FltPlan Go is now part of Garmin® Connext™ System, Learn MoreAdvanced Flight Systems, Aspen Avionics, Avidyne, DAC International, Dynon Avionics, L-3 Lynx NGT-9000 ADS-BNEW! Garmin, Learn more L-3 Lynx, Dual XGPS 170/190, Dynon Sky2, Echo UTC, FlightBox, Flight Data Systems
Pathfinder, Freeflight, iLevil SW, pingBuddy, Skyguard TWS, Stratux WeatherXM Satellite Weather™ App-to-AppNEW! Garmin Pilot, Learn more Satcom Direct, Jeppesen Mobile FD 2.7 SimulatorX-Plane Simulator, FSX &amp; Prepar3D GPS OtherSend your routes FltPlan Go from AOPA Flight Planner Download today. Today.
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